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Why Insight and IBM?
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology 
Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter. Our strong supply chain optimization and 
workplace solutions combined with our data center transformation expertise and modernized 
applications keep business running, foster flexible work environments and put you at the 
forefront of innovation.

Here are a few ways we deliver compelling capabilities and meaningful outcomes with IBM:

 • IBM Platinum Partner with 25+ years of experience
 • Third largest IBM software reseller
 • Certifications in IBM hardware, software & cloud solutions
 • Dedicated IBM sales and technical team

How the IBM ESA program will help your business

With the IBM® Embedded Solutions Agreement (ESA), you can leverage IBM’s cutting-edge 
technology with open standards and architecture to deliver a total solution to your customers. 
Embedded solutions combine IBM’s complementary products — including analytics, cognitive 
computing, security and cloud platform solutions — with your technology to create unique   
solutions under your brand and your terms and conditions. Your developers will also have        
access to code samples, technical guidance and community support.

Meaningful connections designed to help you run smarter

As a distributor for IBM’s ESA program, Insight can help you become an IBM Business Partner 
and streamline your IBM ESA enrollment. With technology specialists across all disciplines, we 
can also provide guidance across the entire scope of your development project — enabling you 
to expedite product lifecycles, reduce development costs, accelerate time to market and fuel 
revenue growth.

 • Vast portfolio of IBM embedded products to choose from
 • Flexible licensing and entitlement options
 • Pay-per-consumption & fixed subscription pricing 
 • On-premise & Software as a Service (SaaS) deployment models
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Insight: The perfect partner for the IBM ESA program

Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate the complex 
challenges to develop fresh solutions and processes. We’ll help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs. 

Watson Analytics

Clients are struggling to access, augment and govern available data where they need to reach the right people at the right time. 
This is where the IBM Watson® Data Platform (WDP) shines. The unified IBM Cloud™ services integrated within WDP help users 
access, organize and collaborate on data sources like never before. Insight and IBM can help you embed these technologies into 
existing platforms and deliver Watson Analytics™ to your customers.

IoT platforms

Businesses are leveraging the Internet of Things (IoT) to create advancements in sensor, cloud and cognitive technologies — 
transforming industries and business models. Insight and IBM can help you integrate IoT data from an unprecedented number of 
connected devices and use the insights to transform your business and the solutions you deliver to customers.

Security

Security and compliance challenges are escalating with the rise of cloud computing, mobile computing, advanced threats 
and  diverse compliance regulations. While other security solutions fail to detect threats and protect sensitive information, IBM             
embedded solutions are supported by deep security expertise and backed by IBM’s ecosystem of industry-leading technology.

Application Programming Interfaces (API)

Optimize, create and connect applications on premises and in the cloud with embedded solutions that enhance and transform 
business. Insight and IBM offer embedded API capabilities that bring together IBM Cloud, which offers more than 150 services 
across Watson™, data, mobile and DevOps to help you accelerate the delivery of transformative applications and services. It’s a 
hybrid API platform that harnesses the power of the cloud to transform your applications.


